Pharmacy
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Pharmacy on the move
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What is your pharmacy operation going to look like
next year? In five years? Twenty years ago, who
would have thought that now you’d be planning for
the digital delivery of medications and rearranging
the pharmacy floor plan to accommodate robotic
processes and cleanrooms to meet federal regulations.
Quality programs are integrating lean initiatives—
even in the pharmacy. Outpatient, retail, and
decentralized pharmacies have achieved more

patient-centered delivery—and reflect larger industry
shifts in healthcare. Changing work processes and
the related facility implications continue to require
new ways of thinking and planning.
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We make it our business to understand yours
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Herman Miller for Healthcare has been consulting and
creating clinical and administrative applications in
healing environments for nearly 40 years. Our staff of
healthcare planners, designers, and clinical consultants
will work with you and your pharmacy professionals
to create environments that support the delivery of
quality patient care and function flawlessly now and
into the future.

Build lasting value
Modularity stretches your initial investment.
New equipment, technologies, and procedures
can be integrated with little effort ... or expense.
For the most part, you will be able to use the
same products in different configurations.
Products that can move from the central pharmacy
into administrative and retail or decentralized
pharmacies throughout the hospital also
improve your investment and lower your cost
of ownership. Even as medication administration
changes, sometimes dramatically, your modular
pharmacy furnishings won’t miss a beat.
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Products that work as hard as you

Adjust for function
Panel-attached components adjust in one-inch
increments, connect easily, and can be readjusted
without disassembling panels. A variety of
panel configurations and heights create a
variety of layouts and meet a range of functional
and aesthetic needs. Supplement existing panels
as needed without starting over.
Provide comfort
A choice of ergonomically designed, innovative,
and comfortable seating, including stools, is
offered in finish and upholstery options to meet
cleaning requirements and work process needs.

Manage and update technology and equipment
Flexible and integrated cable management allows
you to make changes without tear-down or
disruption and control the flow of cables and wires
and keep them off surfaces and the floor. Multiple
access points make adding and moving equipment
easy. A wire chase rail attaches to panels for use in
technology-intensive areas.
Address specific work processes
Heavy-duty process tables are height adjustable,
mobile, and provide under-surface storage.
Medication carts store and transport materials;
drawers and bins are interchangeable with
pharmacy storage components. Stainless steel
tables and wire carts, in a variety of sizes, meet
cleanroom regulations.
Organize and store for efficiency and accuracy
From above to below the work surface, storage
options are plentiful. Work organizers attach
to tiles, keeping surfaces clear and items close
at hand. Our entire line of storage/transport
carts can be configured to work exactly the way
you need them to and move supplies as needed.
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A hospital pharmacy doesn’t shut down. It’s a
constant flurry of activity and requires products that
work as hard as you. Our products and applications
can improve the contribution of your pharmacy
department and the productivity of your staff.
Herman Miller for Healthcare’s modular pharmacy
system is the efficient and effective solution to
designing pharmacy applications that meet your initial
needs and change along with your requirements.

Keep it clean
Our clinical products are designed for easy,
thorough, and frequent cleaning. Durable
thermoplastics resist chipping and scratching.
Integral color keeps up appearances over time.

Design a pharmacy you want to work in
Surface materials, colors, and patterns can
create a pleasant work environment. Wood-grain
laminates and nature imagery warm the
pharmacy; bright surfaces support detailed
work; adjustable and ergonomically designed
products fit the sizes and preferences of the staff.

Refresh, don’t replace
Modular products can be refreshed to update
aesthetics or functionality; individual components
can be changed without replacing the entire
pharmacy product.

Create meeting and break areas
Our breadth of line supports areas within or
adjacent to your central pharmacy. Tables,
seating, and casework for conference or break
areas are examples.

Support administrative functions
Our administrative products will outfit your
staff offices and order entry areas. A complete
line of desks, seating, and storage with
aesthetic compatibility to clinical products
completes the pharmacy department.
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For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers, please visit us
at www.HermanMiller.com/healthcare or call (800) 851 1196.
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